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1. INTRODUCTION
The standard proof of the 5-color theorem for planar graphs uses a
vertex of degree at most 5, which exists by Euler’s formula. Reference [4]
contains a proof which does not use Euler’s formula or a vertex of small
degree. That proof gives rise to strengthenings of the 5-color theorem: It
proves that planar graphs are 5-list-colorable, and that extension is the
basis of a 5-color theorem for each fixed surface [6]. In [5] a variation of
the proof was used to prove the conjecture of Borodin [2] (see also [3])
that the vertex set of every planar graph can be decomposed into two sets
inducing a 1-degenerate graph and a 2-degenerate graph, respectively. In
the present paper we present another variation of that idea and prove the
other decomposition conjecture of Borodin [2] that the vertex set of every
planar graph can be decomposed into an independent set and a set induc-
ing a 3-degenerate graph. That, too, is an extension of the 5-color theorem
not using Euler’s formula.
The notation and terminology are the same as that of [1, 5] except that
here we define a k-degenerate graph as a graph in which each subgraph has
a vertex of degree at most k (which seems to be to most common definition
of k-degenerate). Note that a k-degenerate graph is (k+1)-colorable. If C
is a cycle in a plane graph, then int(C) is the subgraph induced by the ver-
tices in the interior of C. The degree of a vertex v in a graph G is also called
the G-degree of v. If G is a graph, H is a subgraph of G, and v is a vertex in
H, then the H-neighbors of v are the vertices joined to v by edges in H.
Finally, a near-triangulation is a connected plane graph in which every face,
except possibly the outer face, is bounded by a triangle.
2. DECOMPOSING INTO DEGENERATE GRAPHS
We shall use Lemma 2.1 in [5]:
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a near-triangulation with outer cycle C. Suppose
that G−C has a cutvertex v. Then C has two vertices v1, v2 adjacent to v such
that each of the two cycles in C 2 (v1vv2) containing the path v1vv2 has a
vertex of G in the interior.
Theorem 2.2. Let G be a near-triangulation with outer cycle
C: v1v2 · · · vkv1. Let c be a 2-coloring of V(C) such that all vertices have
color 2 except in the case k=3 in which case vk=v3 may have color 1. Then
c can be extended to a 2-coloring of V(G) such that the vertices of color 1
form an independent set, and the vertices of color 2 induce a 3-degenerate
graph. Furthermore, if H is a subgraph induced by some vertices of color 2
and H contains at least one vertex not in {vk, v1, v2}, then either
(i) H contains a vertex in int(C) of H-degree at most 3 or
(ii) H contains a vertex in V(C)0{vk, v1, v2} of H-degree at most 2 or
(iii) H has a spanning cycle containing vkv1v2 all of whose vertices are
in C and are joined to v1. (We say that such a subgraph H has the excep-
tional structure.)
Moreover, if G is a near-triangulation whose outer cycle C is colored 2,
then the coloring may be extended as above, except that, for any subgraph H
whose vertices all have color 2 and which has a vertex not in {v1, v2}, either
(i) holds or
(ii)Œ H contains a vertex in V(C)0{v1, v2} of H-degree at most 2.
Corollary 2.3. Let G be planar graph and let v1v2 be an edge on the
outer face boundary. Let c be the 2-coloring of the vertices on the outer face
boundary such that all vertices have color 2. Then c can be extended to a
2-coloring of V(G) such that the vertices of color 1 form an independent set
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and the vertices of color 2 induce a 3-degenerate graph. Furthermore, if H is
a subgraph induced by some vertices of color 2 and H contains at least one
vertex not in {v1, v2}, then either
(i) H has a vertex of H-degree at most 3 which is not on the outer face
boundary or else
(ii) H has a vertex not in {v1, v2} of H-degree at most 2.
Proof. We prove Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.3 simultaneously by
induction on the number of vertices. We assume that G is a smallest coun-
terexample and shall reach a contradiction.
We may assume that G is 2-connected. For, if G is not 2-connected, that
is, we are proving the statement of Corollary 2.3, then we first add edges in
the bounded faces of G such that each face except possibly the outer face is
bounded by a triangle. If the resulting graph is still not 2-connected, then
let B be any endblock of G with cutvertex v, say, and we choose B such
that it does not contain the edge v1v2. We now apply the induction
hypothesis to B (where v plays the role of v1) and to G−(B−v). It is easy
to see that the resulting 2-coloring satisfies the conclusion of Corollary 2.3.
Note that, when G is 2-connected, Corollary 2.3 is equivalent to the second
part of Theorem 2.2 (beginning with ‘‘moreover’’). So we proceed to the
proof of Theorem 2.2.
We may assume that all vertices of C have color 2. For otherwise, k=3,
and vk=v3 has color 1. Now we delete vk and give all vertices of the outer
face boundary of G−vk the color 2. The proof is completed by induction.
We now prove a number of claims which eventually lead to a contradiction.
G has no separating triangle. (1)
We prove (1) by contradiction. Suppose (reductio ad absurdum) that CŒ
is a separating triangle. Set G1=G−int(CŒ) and G2 the subgraph induced
by CŒ 2 int(CŒ). By the induction hypothesis, c can be extended to a color-
ing of G1 satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 2.2. Again, by the induction
hypothesis, the restriction of this coloring to CŒ can be extended to a
coloring of G2 satisfying the conclusion of (the first part of) Theorem 2.2.
Let H be a subgraph of G induced by some vertices of color 2. Put
H1=H 5 G1 and H2=H 5 G2. Then H2 satisfies (i) or (iii). In the former
case H satisfies (i) in G. In the latter case, H2 … G1 and hence H1=H
satisfies (i) or (ii) or (iii) in G1 and hence in G.
The resulting coloring satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 2.2, a contra-
diction which proves (1).
Now the second part of Theorem 2.2 is an easy consequence of the first
part of Theorem 2.2. The only possible problem occurs when H has the
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exceptional structure. But then vk has H-degree 2 because G has no
separating triangle, by (1).
So we proceed to the proof of the first part of Theorem 2.2.
G has no vertex in int(C) of G-degree less than 5. (2)
For if (2) were false and the vertex v in int(C) has degree less than 5 in
G, then we apply the induction hypothesis to G−v (plus an edge in order to
get a near-triangulation). If no neighbor of v has color 1, then we give v the
color 1. Otherwise, v gets color 2, but then v has degree at most 3 in every
subgraph induced by some vertices of color 2. So, G satisfies the conclusion
of Theorem 2.2, a contradiction.
C has no chord (i.e., G has no edge joining two nonconsecutive
vertices of C).
(3)
For if (3) were false, then we may assume that G has an edge of the form
vivj where 1 [ i [ j−2 [ k−2. This edge divides G into graphs G1, G2.
The coloring c induces a coloring of the outer faces of each of the near-
triangulations G1, G2, respectively. By induction, each can be extended to
a 2-coloring satisfying the requirements of the theorem in G1, G2, where
vi, vj play the roles of v1, v2 in G2, and vj plays the role of vk in G1 if vi=v1.
Let H be any subgraph of G induced by some vertices of color 2, and write
Hr=H 5 Gr, r=1, 2. If Hr satisfies (i) in some Gr, then H satisfies (i) in G.
If H2 satisfies (ii)Œ or (ii) in G2, then H satisfies (ii) in G. Therefore,
H2 satisfies (iii) in G2, in particular, i=1. A similar argument shows that
H1 satisfies (iii) in G1. Hence H satisfies (iii) in G. This contradiction
proves (3).
G has no vertex in int(C) joined to two nonconsecutive vertices
of C−v1.
(4)
For suppose (reductio ad absurdum) that (4) were false. Let v be a vertex
in int(C) such that v is joined to two nonconsecutive vertices vi, vj, 2 [ i [
j−2 [ k−2, and j− i is maximum. Let G1, G2 be the subgraphs of G
induced by C1: v1v2 · · · vivvjvj+1 · · · v1 and its interior, and C2: vvivi+1 · · · vjv
and its interior, respectively. Color v with the color 2 and let v and its
immediate neighbors on the outer cycle of G2 play the role of v1, v2 and vk
in G2. We apply the induction hypothesis to the subgraphs G1, G2. Let H be
any subgraph of G induced by some vertices of color 2, and write
Hr=H 5 Gr, r=1, 2. If Hr satisfies (i) in some Gr, then H satisfies (i) in G.
If H2 is contained in the path vjvvi then H=H1 satisfies (ii) or (iii) in G1. In
the former case H satisfies (i) or (ii) in G. In the latter case v has degree 3
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in H, and so H satisfies (i). Therefore, H2 satisfies (iii) in G2. By claim (3), v
is adjacent to all vertices on the outer cycle of G2. In this case, we recolor v
so that it gets color 1, we color all neighbors of v in int(C) by the color 2,
and we apply the induction hypothesis to G3=G−{v, vi+1, ..., vj−1} and
obtain a 2-coloring of G3 satisfying the conclusion of the theorem. (If v is
adjacent to v1, then G3 has two blocks and we apply induction to each of
them. In that case (i) or (ii)Œ will be satisfied.) The resulting coloring clearly
satisfies the conclusion of the theorem. This contradiction proves (4).
By (3), int(C) is non-empty and connected. By (3), v1 has a neighbor u in
int(C). Since u cannot be joined to both vk and v2 (by (4)), it follows that v1
has at least two neighbors in int(C). Then GŒ=G−{v2, v3, ..., vk} has at
least three vertices and is connected. We claim that GŒ is 2-connected. This
is clear if int(C) is 2-connected because v1 has at least two neighbors in
int(C). By (4) and Lemma 2.1, v1 is joined to every cutvertex of int(C). But
v1 is also joined to a non-cutvertex in every endblock of int(C) since
otherwise, some cutvertex in an endblock would violate (4). So GŒ is
2-connected.
Let CŒ: u1u2 · · · umu1 (where u1=v1) be the outer cycle of GŒ. If m=3,
then it is easy to complete the proof using (1), (2), (3), (4), so assume that
m \ 4.
We now define cycles C1, C2 as follows. If G has an edge e0 joining two
nonconsecutive vertices of CŒ, then we let C1 be a cycle in CŒ 2 {e0} such
that C1 does not contain v1 unless v1 is an end of e0. If e0 does not exist,
then we put C1=CŒ. If e0 exists, then we choose e0 such that C1 is as short
as possible. Hence G has no edge joining two nonconsecutive vertices of C1.
We claim that C1 has more than three vertices. For if C1 is a triangle, then
let w be the vertex not on e0. Then C1 has empty interior, by (1). w has
neighbors only on CŒ 2 C since C1 is the outer cycle of GŒ. w has at most
two neighbors on C−v1 by (4). This is a contradiction to (2) which proves
that C1 has at least four vertices. Hence int(C1) is nonempty. We let G1
denote the subgraph of G induced by C1 and its interior.
By the minimality of C1, int(C1) is connected. If int(C1) has no cutver-
tex, then we put C2=C1. Otherwise, we let w0 be a cutvertex in an
endblock B of int(C1). By (the proof of) Lemma 2.1, w0 is joined to two
nonconsecutive vertices ui, uj, 1 [ i < j−1 [ m−1, such that the cycle
C2: w0uiui+1 · · · ujw0 has the vertices of B−w0 and no other vertex in its
interior. We may choose w0 and B such that v1 is distinct from each of the
vertices ui+1, ..., uj−1 and such that w0 is joined to none of the vertices
ui+1, ..., uj−1. If C2=C1, then we let C3: z1z2 · · · zrz1 denote the outer cycle
of int(C2). On the other hand, if w0 and B exist, then we let C3: z1z2 · · · zrz1
denote the outer cycle of B, where z1=w0. If e0 exists and w0 does not
exist, then we choose the notation such that e0 joins ui, uj. If neither e0 nor
w0 exist, then we put i=2, j=m (and we think of v1 as w0).
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If a vertex zs in C3−w0 is joined to two nonconsecutive vertices
of C2−w0, then the notation can be chosen such that zs is
joined to ut, ut+1, ..., up, i [ t < p [ j, and to no other vertex
of C2. Furthermore, each of ut+1, ..., up−1 has degree 5, and
there exists a q in {2, 3, ..., k−1} such that G contains the
path utvqut+1vq+1ut+2 · · · up.
(5)
Proof of (5). As C2 has no chord, by the minimality of C1, and as
int(C1) or B is 2-connected, a vertex zs ] w0 is joined to a set of consecutive
vertices of C2 and no other vertices of C2. If ut, ut+1, ..., up are the vertices
in C2 adjacent to zs ] w0, then (2) applied to the ui and (3), (4) imply that
there exist vq, vq+1 · · · such that utvqut+1vq+1ut+2 · · · up is a path in G. Note
that this works even in the case uj=v1 where the last edge of the path may
be an edge of C. This proves (5).
The vertex zs in (5) is called bad. Note that p−t is positive. If, in addi-
tion, p < j and p−t is even, or p=j and j− i and p−t are both odd, then
zs is very bad. We call ut+1, ..., up−1 the intermediate vertices corresponding
to the bad vertex zs. The motivation for this definition will become more
transparent later.
Now let M be the graph obtained from G−{ui+1, ..., uj−1}−int(C2) by
adding any edges in nontriangular faces ensuring that the edge uiuj is in M.
Let c be a 2-coloring of M satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 2.2
obtained by applying the induction hypothesis to M. Note that at most one
of the vertices w0, ui, uj has color 1. Without loss of generality we assume
that uj has color 2. We shall extend c to a coloring of G satisfying the
conclusion of Theorem 2.2 and thereby obtain a contradiction. We
color the vertices ui+1, ..., uj−1 by colors 2, 1, ... (if c(ui)=1) or 1, 2, ... (if
c(ui)=2). Then any two consecutive vertices of C2−w0 have distinct colors
except that possibly uj−1 and uj both have color 2.
Let Q be the subgraph of G induced by uj and the uncolored vertices,
i.e., the vertices in int(C2). If w0 has color 2, then we also let Q contain w0.
We consider first the case where w0 exists and has color 2. (The proof is
very similar when w0 does not exist. When w0 exists and has color 1 a
minor modification is needed as explained at the end of the proof.)
We now apply the induction hypothesis to Q where uj, w0 play the roles
of v1, v2, respectively. We claim that the resulting 2-coloring of G satisfies
the conclusion of Theorem 2.2 unless some vertex v of Q−uj−w0 is joined
to at least two vertices of C2−uj−w0 of color 2. To see this, let H be any
subgraph of G induced by some vertices of color 2. Suppose first that H
contains no vertex in Q−uj−w0. If H includes some ul, i < l < j, then that
ul has (H−uj)-degree at most 2 by (4). To see this, suppose first that
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l < j−1. Note by (4) that ul is adjacent to at most two vertices of C in H,
and no other vertices in H since ulw0 ¨ E(G). Hence ul has H-degree at
most 2 in G. On the other hand, if l=j−1, then ul=uj−1 has at most three
H-neighbors including uj by (4) and since uj is assumed to have color 2.
(Note once more that uj−1w0 ¨ E(G) and if uj=v1, then uj−1 may have
three H-neighbors on C.) Hence H satisfies (i) in G. So H contains no such
ul. However, in this case H …M so H satisfies the requirements of
Theorem 2.2 in M and hence in G. Consequently, H contains some vertex
in Q−uj−w0. Set HŒ=H 5 Q. If HŒ satisfies (i) in Q, then H satisfies (i) in
G. So there is a vertex v ¨ {uj, w0} on the outer face of Q of HŒ-degree at
most 2 by (ii) or (iii). If v has at most one H-neighbor on C2−uj−w0, then
H satisfies (i) in G. So we may assume that v is bad. By (5), v is adjacent to
ut, ut+1, ..., up for some some p, t with t < p [ j. Furthermore, this path is
alternating in colors 1, 2. If H has an internal vertex of this path distinct
from uj−1, then that vertex has H-degree at most 3 and H satisfies (i) in G.
Consequently, if p < j, then ut, up ¥ V(H) and are the only vertices in
C2−uj−w0 adjacent to v in H. And if p=j, then ut, uj−1 ¥ V(H) and are
the only vertices in C2−uj−w0 adjacent to v in H. This proves the claim
that some vertex v of Q−uj−w0 is joined to at least two vertices of
C2−uj−w0 of color 2. We have proved more, namely that v is very bad.
Now we uncolor Q−uj−w0, we assign the color 1 to all those very bad
vertices whose nonintermediate vertices have color 2, and we change the
color of all the corresponding intermediate vertices of color 1 to color 2.
Suppose first that no two very bad vertices of color 1 are neighbors. Then
we apply the induction hypothesis of Corollary 2.3 to QŒ which is Q minus
the very bad vertices of color 1. We claim that the resulting coloring satis-
fies the conclusion of Theorem 2.2. To see this, let H be any subgraph
induced by some vertices of color 2. If H contains vertices in QŒ, then we
argue as in the preceding paragraph. So we may assume that H has no
vertex in QŒ. If v is a vertex of H in {ui+1, ..., uj−2}, and v is not an inter-
mediate vertex of a very bad vertex that changed color and v is not a
common neighbor of two very bad vertices that changed color, then, as
V(H) 5 V(QŒ)=”, v has at most two neighbors on C and at most one
neighbor on C2 (which is an intermediate vertex of a very bad vertex).
Therefore the vertices of H 5 {ui+1, ..., uj−1} are all intermediate vertices
corresponding to very bad vertices or common neighbors of two very bad
vertices. If H does not contain any vertex of {ui+1, ..., uj−1}, then H …M
and the induction hypothesis applies to M and we are done. If H contains
some but not every vertex of {ui+1, ..., uj−1}, then we select ul, ul+1 such
that ul is in H and ul+1 is not. Then ul has H-degree at most 3. Therefore
we may assume that H ‡ {ui+1, ..., uj−1}. This implies that every ul,
i+1 [ l [ j−1 is adjacent to two very bad vertices or intermediate to a
very bad vertex. Therefore j− i is odd. Recolor the vertices ui+1, ..., uj−1
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with 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, ..., 1, that is, we have interchanged roles of ui and uj.
We repeat the previous argument with the roles of ui, uj interchanged. In
the previous argument we concluded that the very bad vertex joined to uj
has an even number of neighbors in {ui, ui+1, ..., uj} and that all other very
bad vertices, if any have an odd number of neighbors in {ui, ui+1, ..., uj}.
Since the same holds with uj, ui interchanged, we conclude that there is
precisely one very bad vertex, z say, and z is joined to all vertices in
{ui, ui+1, ..., uj}.
In that case we apply the induction hypothesis to Q where z, uj, w0 play
the role of vk, v1, v2, respectively. (z is colored 2, and the vertices in
{ui, ui+1, ..., uj−1, uj} are colored 2, 1, 2, 1, ..., 2, 1, 2, 2.) This completes the
proof unless z is joined to w0. To see this, let H be any subgraph induced
by some vertices of color 2. If H 5 Q satisfies (i) or (ii) in Q, then H satis-
fies (i) in G. H 5 Q cannot satisfy (iii) because of (1), (2). So we may
assume that H 5 Q … {z, uj, w0}. If H contains a vertex in {ui+1, ..., uj−1}
flanked by two vertices of color 1, then by (4), it has H-degree at most 3 so
no such vertex is in H. If z is in H, its H-neighbors are a subset of
{uj, uj−1, ui} and hence z has H-degree at most 3 so we assume that H does
not contain z. Then also, H does not contain uj−1. Hence H is a subgraph
of M and satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 2.2 by the induction
hypothesis. So, we may assume that z is joined to w0.
Then Q is the 3-cycle zujw0z by (1). Using (5), it is easy to complete the
proof unless j− i=3, i.e., z has degree 5. For if j− i > 3, and H is any
subgraph induced by vertices of color 2, then no ul, i+1 [ l [ j−2, is in H
or it has H-degree at most 3. Consequently, by (5), there is a vertex on C
adjacent to ut and ut+1 for some t, i < t < j−2 of H-degree at most 2, or
uj−1 or z has H-degree at most 3. So assume that j− i=3. By (5), each of
ui+1, ui+2 has degree 5. Let vs be the common neighbor on C of ui+1 and
ui+2. Now we give ui+1 and uj=ui+3 the color 1, all their neighbors the
color 2, and we complete the proof by applying the induction hypothesis to
G−ui+1−ui+2−uj−vs. (Note that if uj+2 or vs is in a subgraph H induced
by vertices of degree 2, then (i) or (ii) is satisfied.)
So we may assume that some two very bad vertices z, zŒ that were
recolored to 1 are neighbors.
We choose z, zŒ such that the path from z to zŒ on C3−w0 is as short as
possible. Now we let ut, ut+1, ut+2, up−2, up−1, up be the vertices of C2−w0
such that z is joined to ut, ut+1, ut+2, the vertex zŒ is joined to up−2, up−1, up,
t+2 [ p−2, and none of z, zŒ is joined to any vertex in {ut+3, ..., up−3}.
Suppose first that t+2 < p−2. Since both of ut+2, up−2 received color 2 we
have t+2 < p−3. By (5), C contains vertices vs, vs+1, vq−1, vq such that G
contains the paths utvsut+1vs+1ut+2 and up−2vq−1up−1vqup. Now we color the
vertices of the path P : vsutzzŒupvq by the color 2. We let C4 be the cycle in
C 2 P containing P and v1, and we apply the induction hypothesis to the
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subgraph G1 of G induced by C4 and its interior. We then color the vertices
ut, ut+1, ..., up alternately 2, 1, 2, ..., 2. If there are very bad vertices whose
nonintermediate vertices have color 2, then we color any such very bad
vertex by 1, and we recolor all its intermediate vertices by 2. By the choice
of z, zŒ, no two vertices of color 1 are neighbors. Then we apply the induc-
tion hypothesis of Corollary 2.3 to the subgraph G2 of G induced by z, zŒ
and the uncolored vertices. (Since t+2 < p−2 this graph has at least three
vertices so it is really possible to use induction to G1 and G2.) Now let H be
any subgraph of G induced by vertices of color 2. If H 5 Gi satisfies (i) for
some i, then H satisfies (i). We may therefore suppose that H 5 G2 satisfies
(ii)Œ in G2, that is, there exists a vertex distinct from z, zŒ of (H 5 G2)-degree
at most 2 on the outer face of G2. However, this vertex has at most one
H-neighbor on C2 and so H satisfies (i) in G. The proof is now complete
when t+2 < p−2. So assume that t+2=p−2 for any two very bad ver-
tices z, zŒ that are neighbors.
By (1), z and zŒ are consecutive on C3. Then we say that z is close
to zŒ and that zŒ is close from z. We now color of the sequence
ui, ui+1, ..., uj−1, uj as follows: ui, uj are colored 2. We color the vertices
ui, ui+1, ..., uj−1 alternately 2, 1, 2, ... except that the subsequence 2, 1, 2, ...
is changed to 2, 2, 1, 2, ... whenever we meet the first neighbor of a very
bad vertex which is close to another very bad vertex but not close from a
very bad vertex. This may may change some other vertices from bad to
very bad or vica versa. (Very bad now means that the neighbors on C2 are
colored 2, 1, 2, 1, ..., 2.) If two new very bad vertices are adjacent, then
they are consecutive on C2. (Otherwise we obtain a contradiction as in a
previous argument.) Their neighbors are colored 2, 1, 2, 1, ..., 2, and the
first time we encounter this, we change that coloring to 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, ..., 1.
We repeat this color procedure of the sequence ui, ui+1, ..., uj−1. If there are
some very bad vertices left, then such a very bad vertex is neither close to
nor close from any other bad vertex. We may assume that no such two very
bad vertices are neighbors since otherwise we get a contradiction as above.
Again we apply the induction hypothesis to Q, and now the resulting
coloring satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 2.2, and we obtain the desired
contradiction. To see this, let H be any subgraph induced by some vertices
of color 2. Suppose (reductio ad absurdum) that H does not have the
desired vertex of small degree. If H is a subgraph of M, then H has the
desired vertex of small degree, by induction, so assume that H intersects
Q−uj−w0. Now H contains two consecutive vertices ut, ut+1 and a very
bad vertex z, and G contains another very bad vertex zŒ close from z such
that the neighbors of z on C2 are ut, ut+1, ..., up (where p−t is even), and
the neighbors of zŒ on C2 are up, up+1, up+2, ... . Moreover, z has degree 2 in
Q 5H but degree 4 in H. We claim that cannot happen. By (4), no neigh-
bor of zŒ in C2 is in H. Then also the vertex of C joined to up, up+1 is not
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in H. Then none of the vertices of C joined to one of up, ..., ut+2 are in H.
But then ut+1 is not in H and so z has degree at most 3 in H. This contra-
diction completes the proof when w0 exists and has color 2.
If w0 does not exist, the proof is similar. Finally, if w0 exists and has
color 1, then the above proof applies except if there is some very bad vertex
joined to w0. We call such a very bad vertex an extremely bad vertex. Let us
assume that z is an extremely bad vertex. Let vf, vg be the vertices
(1 < f < g [ k) such that G contains the cycle C6 consisting of the subpath
vfvf+1 · · · vg of C not containing v1, together with a path vfuiw0ujvg where
none of ui, uj is joined to any vl, f < l < g.
If g > f+1, then we let MŒ be obtained from G by deleting int(C6) and
the vertices vf+1, ..., vg−1. We color the outer cycle of MŒ by the color 2 and
apply the induction hypothesis to MŒ. As w0 now has color 2 we repeat the
preceding proof. So we may assume that g [ f+1. In that case (5) implies
that g=f+1 and that z is the only bad vertex and hence also the only
extremely bad vertex. By (2), z has three neighbors on C2, and the inter-
mediate one has degree 5 in G.
Now we go back to the coloring of M where w0 has color 1, and we
repeat the above preceding proof (where z is colored 2, and the vertices in
ui, ui+1, ... are colored 2, 1, 2, 1, ...) except that we apply the induction
hypothesis to QŒ=int(C2) instead of Q, and we now let the unique
extremely bad vertex z play the role of v1. The resulting 2-coloring satisfies
the conclusion of Theorem 2.2. This final contradiction completes the
proof.
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